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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the goal of consistency in the distributed environment, specifically the organization’s inability to handle 

the data storage issues properly. The main drawback of this type of server is that it never keeps track of the connected clients, 

their capacity, storage size, and more. On the other hand, data redundancy helps the server if any of the connected clients 

don’t work with the help of available copy system functions. It will improve the system's performance and never affect the 

system's flow. In the proposed work, each client-side system redundancy component is calculated, which will help the user 

identify exactly how many units of data transfer take place and the exact number of data losses. So any data loss is immediately 

notified to the user, and particle transactions are re-initialized to avoid data loss. 
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1. Introduction 

The main challenge for many distributed environments is system storage, which will affect the major functions of the 

organizations. During data transfer, clients are not ready to accept the server input, or server communication is poor. If 

information among the nodes is not communicated properly, it will cause communication issues in the organizations. To avoid 

this, we need to maintain a highly configured system environment. This paper focuses on trustworthiness areas attached to 

the distributed environment, especially from the client storage point of view. The main drawback of the distributed system is 

data redundancy; it will occupy the maximum storage and reduce the system's performance, especially when users need to 

find any data on a particular client or server. It will increase the system searching time, and the same unwanted data will be 

stored in multiple systems. Storage utilization will also increase, which will create issues in other aspects. On other aspects, 

redundancy helps the users, especially on the server side. If a system crash takes place, it will affect other system functions. 

At this time, a duplicate copy helps to run the operations without any interruptions. Many existing systems reliability is 

achieved through system functions only; none of the systems focus on the hardware side, such as the network adapter, disc 

storage capacity, client configuration mechanisms, or other system-related hardware. Here, data may be duplicated, but these 

hardware components are unable to do so. Most of the hardware components are stand-alone, and due to this, if any of these 

components are not working or the hardware crashes, system operations get affected. Another drawback in the existing system 

is its inability to predict error functions. Even after system crashes take place, it will be very difficult to identify which client 

node is not working, how this error is identified, and which methods are used to solve this issue. To avoid this system 

duplication or create a duplicate copy and store any of the client nodes, it will help to run the process smoothly, even if an 

error occurs, and it will improve the system's performance.  

 

The main advance in the proposed system is to create extra storage space on both the client and server; this space helps to 

store the redundancy copy it may use should any system errors occur. Another important function that is discussed in this 

paper is any data loss. No one has any clue how much data loss takes place, and due to this, which nodes get affected, all 

those information’s are not yet recorded. In the proposed model, each client-side system redundancy component is calculated, 

which will help the user identify exactly how many units of data transfer take place and the exact number of data losses. So 

any data loss is immediately notified to the user, and particle transactions are re-initialized to avoid data loss. This information 

is stored so that the user can create prevention mechanisms to avoid this type of error in the future. 

 

2. Existing System  

Many distributed existing systems are highly dedicated to system reliability and system functions; none of these systems are 

bothered by the particular node failure effect. If any individual node in the network doesn’t work, what will happen? How 

will communication be resumed without any interference? Another important issue in this system is how unsolvable errors 

are addressed, how these types of systems are identified, and what mechanisms are used to solve them. Many of these systems 
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only address system reliability; they do not bother with system errors or solutions for this type of error. Many of these systems 

also provide solutions for the accrued errors but do not provide any mechanism for error prediction in advance. If the errors 

were predicted well in advance, many system crashes or system failures could be avoided. 

 

2.1 Disadvantages of existing system 

 

1. Many existing systems focus on system reliability functions only. 

2. There is no error prediction mechanism. 

3. Any unsolvable error is not identified; there is no proper mechanism or guidance for this type of system failure. 

4. Many of these systems focus on frequent error patterns. 

5. There is no proper solution for individual node failures. 

6. There is no proper manual or guide for error prediction or error solving mechanisms. 

7. In a distributed network, the data load for each system has not yet been calculated. 

8. The capacity of individual systems is not addressed. 

 

 3. Proposed Model 

 

The main objective of this proposed work is to show how data redundancy could be avoided if systems are connected through 

a network. Especially in this work, this type of error increases the storage size, which reduces system performance and 

reliability. So data duplication in multiple places needs to be avoided. This type of error affects the system storage structure 

but never creates any issues or problems in the network or network connecting devices. It will affect the system's reliability. 

Another important function of any connected node is how the system continues its functions without affecting other system 

functions. As soon as the mechanism identifies the affected device, it must be repaired immediately. To continue the 

operations without affecting the functions of the existing system, one or more buffer nodes must be added to any failure node; 

this node will balance the system load. 

  

 

 

           
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Proposed Architecture 

 

3.1 Advantages  

 

1.  A Buffer node is introduced; in the event of a system failure, this node will take care of system load and other functions. 

2. System storage is increased in the proposed model, so any overload won't affect the performance of the system. 

3. The proposed model easily identified the system redundancy, and due to this, many storage problems were rectified. 

4. System duplication was identified and removed. 

5. System performance won’t be affected even if any individual node gets disturbed or doesn't work. 

6. Alternate systems or nodes are introduced so that system performance is never distributed. 
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4. Experimental design 

 

In the proposed scheme, the data replication problem is confounded because this system occupies more storage for storing 

the same content in different locations. It will reduce system performance and increase content retrieval time. This model 

works well in a system-sharing environment, especially in larger enterprises. The proposed model focuses on the system 

storage point of view to avoid data redundancy. The proposed model easily identified the system redundancy, and due to this, 

many storage problems were rectified. In the proposed system is to create extra storage space on both the client and server; 

this space helps to store the redundancy copy it may use should any system errors occur. Another important function that is 

discussed in this paper is any data loss. No one has any clue how much data loss takes place, and due to this, which nodes get 

affected, all those information’s are not yet recordedMany existing systems focus on this issue in different aspects, but the 

proposed model focuses on system storage structure. It will improve the system's reliability and also improve its functions 

   

  4.1 System experimental design phase: 

 

• Accumulate Client arrangement and File Sending. 

• Ensure the Server constrain. 

• Create space for client in reliable storage locations.  

 

4.1.1 Accumulate Client arrangement and File Sending 

 

Data sharing in distributed system one of the challenging functions to the users. Where never data get transferred in the 

distributed system connectivity among the clients should more secure and more reliable. Before any transition take palace 

system ensure the security and availability of the system before the operations gets executed. Both the sender and receiver get 

ready for data transfer and accept the input. Performing this operations first check the system availability, in the network user 

need to ensure all the clients are ready to send/receive the information’s. For achieving this first users need to check reliability 

analysis among the trusted clients it will helps smooth data transfer in the distributed system.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Client file sending process 
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4.1.1.1 Pseudo code for file sending process: 

 

File.Copy(filename, "\\\\" + textBox2.Text + "\\ITDNS02-Server\\" + "\\" + Path.GetFileName(filename).ToString(),                

MessageBox.Show("The File is received by the server","Alert", Input, 

Input.functions..Data);      } 

            else            { 

Input.functions..Data ("Please give the server name and browse the file before the sending", "Alert", MessageBoxButtons.OK, 

MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation); 

             

4.1.2 Ensure the Server constrain 

 

During the data communication, both clients and servers are getting ready to accept the inputs. Any communications between 

the client and server ensure safety and smooth transactions among the nodes. This module works on any error among the 

nodes that makes the system unable to transfer any data, if any of these errors need to be identified and retrieved immediately. 

Otherwise, it will affect the system's performance. This module helps identify the type of error and what mechanisms need to 

be adopted for this error. It will help the user have smooth operations. 

 

4.1.2.1 Pseudo code for server drive check process: 

 

cmd = new SqlCommand("Insert into 

Server_Setting(Server_Name,Total_size,Actual_Free_Space,Storage_Space,Restricted_Space)values('" + server_name + "'," 

+ Convert.ToInt32(textBox1.Text) + "," + Available_Hard_disk + "," + Change. Input(Script. Information)+ 

Change.Input(Script.Information)+); 

                            affected = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

                            if (affected > 0) 

                            { 

                                MessageBox.Show("You have established the setting on the server successfully!", "Alert", 

MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3. Check server status operation. 

 

 

4.13Create space for client in reliable storage locations.  

 

In a distributed network, whenever clients send any data request, the server first checks the client’s authentication, credentials, 

and more. Based on the data, the server initiates the transaction. The server first selects the client system and transfers data or 

files to the client. The server also checks the file size, which is communicated to the client. If the size is beyond the 

communication width, the files are broken into small packets and sent to the client. On the client side, clients check if they 

have received all the packets. It also checks for any data loss during data transfer; if any loss occurs, it will replicate the 

transaction again. This module also confirms send/receive data information that is sent by the server or received by the client. 
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Fig.4 Stores trusted client information. 

 

5. Experimental outcomes: 

 

 
 

Fig.5  Getting servers information. 
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Fig. 6 File sending process. 

 

 

 
Fig.7  File updated information to the server 

 

 
Fig.8  Trusted node information on server side. 
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6. Conclusion and Future enhancement 

The proposed model focused on and achieved system reliability based on system storage concepts. It also ensures any data 

loss during the transaction; it will automatically identify the client, the type of error, and how to address this error. This system 

also includes the mechanism for extra storage or an extra node, which will reduce any system crash or error. Due to that, 

system functions run smoothly without any interference, even if a node failure occurs. Through the system, reliability and 

system performance improve. In the proposed model, only the system functions (network bandwidth and other network 

functions) are checked. In the future, the system will be further extended into system hardware such as disc capacity, disc 

functions, network adapter usage, the link that is used to connect the system to the network, and more hardware functions are 

considered to improve the system's operations. 
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